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“Wilderness is not a luxury
but necessity of the human spirit.”
– Edward Abbey
Dear Prep Family
I spent Half-Term deep in the Dargle Valley in Kwa-Zulu
Natal, where cell reception cannot penetrate and WiFi is
an unheard of luxury. I did so in the company of a couple
of good books (it is Book Month after all), proper
indigenous bush and a complete lack of Covid-related
complications.
One of my companion books was Farm Houses of Old
Natal, a journey through some of the oldest farm houses
in the farming districts of KZN, first established by the
Byrne Settlers and the Voortrekkers in the middle of the
19th century. What interested me more than the houses
though, was the descriptions of life in the 19th century.
How the settlers walked south from Durban “a settlement
of some 50 mud and straw houses”, to the Illovo River,
and then along the Illovo River to their allotted land in
the modern-day Richmond area of KZN (a modern-day
journey of some 120km via the N3 highway and the R56.
They WALKED it?
Along a river course?
Teeming with lion, buffalo and
elephant in indigenous forests
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with huge swathes of yellowwoods?
Fast-forward to 2020 and there’s not much of anything
left. The farm houses still stand, but, much like our own
province, the yellowwoods are gone, the lions are no
more and the last elephant was seen in that area some
100 years ago.
And then I came back to “civilisation” with Netflix and
David Attenborough’s latest film and life statement. If you
haven’t seen it, you need to.
This is all a rather long-winded introduction to what the
Grade 7s have just experienced at Amakhala. Their week
in the bush is, literally, the experience of a lifetime and
they come back with a wealth of knowledge and new
found love and respect for the world around them – we
hope!
This has to be a major focus of what we teach our
children – how to care for, grow and re-wild our planet.
What Will Fowlds, Jen Gush and the
folk at the greater Amakhala are
doing is astonishing.
If our boys take the smallest
something from their
experience – it will have been
most worthwhile.
Mr B
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Pre-Primary
Amazing African Animals!
The Pre-Primary children are practising singing Christmas carols and the end of the school year is suddenly
drawing closer.
Our final theme in Grade R before we turn to Christmas
is “African animals”. The children have begun learning
about different habitats throughout Africa. Over the next
week we shall be focusing on The Big Five, learning facts
about them and why they are so symbolic in South Africa.
The children have enjoyed sharing their knowledge on
animals. I has to stand by my promise of chocolate to all
when I challenged them to some tricky quiz questions!
What are the horns on a giraffe called? Isabelle knew
and chocolate was enjoyed!
Next week each child will be doing their own animal
report, so please help them learn an interesting fact or
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two about their chosen animal. They will then present
these to the rest of the Pre-Primary.
As the weather heats up please ensure your child has
a water bottle they can refill throughout the day and a
sunhat.
Ms Dani Wright
Grade R Teacher

“Until one has loved an animal,
a part of one’s soul remains
unawakened.”
- Anatole France
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Junior Prep
Welcoming Henry ...

Back in the classroom ...
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The Junior Prep Grade 3 parents and our Preppies got
creative and had a beautiful quilt made for Mrs Sam
Amm’s new baby. Welcome little `H’!
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Sport

We’ve Got Spirit!
Squeals of laughter and words of encouragement could be heard
across the Fairlawn sports field on the Monday before Half-Term.
We have missed out on so much Athletics and sports this year, that
we decided to just let our Junior Preppies and Pre-Primary children
have some fun on the sports field to end off our Athletics season.
With all our Covid regulations in place , we were able to do some
Cricket ball throwing, long jump and track events. No pressure or
stress, just doing “our best first” became the order of the day.
Fast walking, skipping and rope jumping has been a new addition
to the programme, which gave many little people the opportunity to
practise some skills that are not often in our usual sports days.
It has been an essential part of the Active Lifestyle Programme to
keep our Preppies fit and healthy during these strange times. We,
as staff, have really had to get very creative in keeping our little
people keen, interested and having fun while doing some exercise.
Thank you so much to all our coaching, IT and Grounds staff for
making our sports day special. We are always only as strong as our
team.
Mrs Heidi Fowlds
HOD JP Sport

“Every run is a work of art, a drawing
on each day’s canvas. Some runs are shouts
and some runs are whispers. Some runs are
eulogies and other celebrations.”
– Dagny Scott Barios
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From the Sports Director
We are back! Top Prep is once again buzzing with
‘proper’ Summer sports activity (though still with caution
as we are mindful of the fact that COVID–19 virus is still
lurking).
The boys are seen out practising in teams at the
swimming pool, cricket nets and on the tennis, squash
and basketball courts. Though we are unable to fulfil
sports fixtures against other schools, the boys will be
engaged in internal leagues similarly to the “IPL”
franchise with enjoyment, fun and satisfaction as primary
purposes. In a year
where it has been
extremely difficult, we
are grateful that some
sport is happening
providing a host of community occasions over
the remaining days of
the year.
There are a wide
variety of sports
coming up, including
the inter-House tennis,
basketball, squash,
waterpolo, golf and the
popular Dads vs Lads
cricket match. A full
schedule of activities
will be published next
week.
Patrick Gumunyu
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Boarding

Back and busy….
The Preppies have returned energised after their HalfTerm break. Last weekend, the boarders enjoyed a
beautiful day at the beach, sandboarding, swimming and
playing on the dunes.
The boarders had a happy, activity-filled weekend!
Friday afternoon saw all our boarders getting creative in
the CCL, painting wooden birds and deciding how long
the legs should be to make them balance.
The sun was out on Saturday and we were delighted to
be able to hike to the Bussiahn’s farm. What an idyllic
setting to picnic and play - and play they did! What
started as a gentle paddle turned into a fantastic mud
fight, and many of the boys had a wonderful wallow in the
mud!
After cleaning themselves down, the boarders headed
back to Prep and removed the final traces of mud by
cooling off in the pool.
The Grade 7 boarders returned happy and tired from their
Amakhala experience and there were no complaints from
them at lights-out!
On Sunday morning, the Cubbies made ice-cream while
the older boys made chocolate moulds and chocolatefilled treats. We enjoyed a delicious lunchtime braai in
the quad and an afternoon of frisbee, swimming, tennis,
and soccer.
My sincere thanks go to this weekend’s awesome boarding team, for your energy and
genuine care for all the
children, and, as always,
our fantastic caterers!
No request is too
much for them!
Ms Dani Wright
Grade R Teacher
House Staff on Duty
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“We had joy, we had fun .. “
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Music
Fa-la-la-la-la!
Even 2020 would be incomplete without the end-of-year
Carols by Candlelight Service. The St Andrew’s Prep
Choir is going great guns as we prepare for this wonderful event on 24 November. Save the date in your diary!
The Choir has grown to the extent that we have now split
into Junior and Senior Choirs at the beginning of the third
term. Previously, we had met in the Senior Prep quad,
which was fine until it got so hot during rehearsals that
it was hard to keep the boys engaged. We then decided
to move the choirs to the stands in the Prep pool area,
which has worked much better. We have more shelter,
better acoustics and fewer distractions for the boys (plus,
the juniors even got a chance to swim during one choir
session right at the end!) Although I am pleased to say
that these times have been great, being together as a full
Prep Choir is so much better for us all.
The Prep pipers are progressing exceptionally well,
thanks to our pipe teachers, David Fick and Tim Williams.

Help needed!

We are collecting empty 2 litre coke bottles to put
candles in for our Carols by Candlelight Service. If you
have any, please wash them and drop them off in
Reception for Mrs Van’s attention - we need quite a few!
Mrs Fiona van der Merwe
HOD Music
NEC ASPERA TERRENT
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Senior Prep
Grade 7 Amakhala Expedition 2020
Our Grade 7 boys, through the Amakhala Foundation,
have just returned from their outdoor educational experience. They had first-hand experience of what it means to
‘empower communities and conserve the environment.’
‘The Foundation’s Environmental Education programme
aims to cultivate an understanding and love of nature in
the children who visit the Amakhala Conservation Centre
(ACC), thus increasing awareness and concern so that
future generations can enjoy our natural habitats.’
(Amakhala website extract)
The Prep-Amakhala Expedition is a holistic educational
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programme that was set up with the idea of combining
components from all the learning areas of our
curriculum, with the everyday activities of the Amakhala
Game Reserve. The intention was for the boys to acquire
a multitude of different skills, including but not limited to;
patience, self-reflection, lateral thinking and leadership.
Each ‘camp’ was carefully chosen for the unique
knowledge that was shared and taught by each of the
professionals in their relevant fields.
The Prep-Amakhala Expedition, which is an almost
week-long stay on the reserve, included sleeping
under the stars and learning more about the outdoors
that surround us. With that being mentioned, we were
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able to build this adventure into our Integrated
Studies Programme module for the term.
Together with the Amakhala Foundation, under the expert and meticulous guidance of Jennifer Gush and her
team, we had the opportunity to set up an outdoor bush
school for our boys that allowed them to experience the
bush from a completely different perspective. We arrived
at Amakhala on Tuesday, 13 October, and after a few
minor logistics, we were split into our various groups and
deposited at different points on the reserve. This was
the last time our paths crossed, as a combined group,
until Saturday, 17 October. The smaller groups allowed
us a more intimate experience of the designated area for
the twenty-four hours that we spent at each camp. Each
group experienced a particular portion of the reserve for
a 24 hour period, after which there was a changeover,
which happened at lunchtime every day.
The Expedition was split into four camps, namely:
Brentwood, Camp Gurney, Bush Braai and Ulovane.
These ‘stations’ were all unique to the greater Reserve
and offered us a glimpse of how they fitted together for
the benefit of nature.
Interestingly, it has taken a lot of hard work and convincing to reestablish this portion of the Eastern Cape,
the biome better known as Albany Thicket, to its original
“wild ways” given that this area has been farmed, commercially, for so long. We were given an insight as to how
various components and teams collaborate to ensure the
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success of an operation such as a Game Reserve, from
the protection of game, under the watchful eye of the
APU Village, to the Moreson Community. The most exhilarating experience of the expedition was, without a doubt,
the hour-and-a-half night shift allocated to two boys per
shift. This was primarily for the purposes of keeping the
rest of the group based at Bush Braai safe from lion,
buffalo and elephant that are known to use this section of
the reserve as a thoroughfare. There certainly was a lot
of excitement generated by a little rustle in the bushes.
It is amazing how the senses are heightened in the dead
of the night around a campfire when you realize you
could be in the path of one of these beautiful
specimens!
Of course, this kind of undertaking cannot happen without the dedication, commitment and passion of various
people, and for this we would like to extend our
elephant-sized appreciation to Jennifer Gush and her
team at the Amakhala Foundation, Schalk Pretorious and
his team from Ulovane, Capitol
Caterers and, finally, the boys
who absorbed the experience
the way they did.
Mr George Wienekus
Grade 7 Teacher
Senior Housemaster
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